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a b s t r a c t
H.264/MVC is a standard for supporting the sensation of 3D, based on coding from 2 (ste-
reo) to N views. H.264/MVC adopts many coding options inherited from single view H.264/
AVC, and thus its complexity is even higher, mainly because the number of processing
views is higher. In this manuscript, we aim at an efficient parallelization of the most com-
putationally intensive video encoding module for stereo sequences. In particular, inter pre-
diction and its collaborative execution on a heterogeneous platform. The proposal is based
on an efficient dynamic load balancing algorithm and on breaking encoding dependencies.
Experimental results demonstrate the proposed algorithm’s ability to reduce the encoding
time for different stereo high definition sequences. Speed-up values of up to 90! were
obtained when compared with the reference encoder on the same platform. Moreover,
the proposed algorithm also provides a more energy–efficient approach and hence requires
less energy than the sequential reference algorithm.
! 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The H.264/MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) standard [1] and its successor, High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [2],
have demonstrated significant improvements in video compression capabilities in the past few years [1], and currently [2],
for a wide range of bit-rates and resolutions [3]. Moreover, since developing the H.264/AVC standard, both the Joint Video
Team (JVT) of the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) have also
standardized an extension of it, which is referred to as Multi-view Video Coding (MVC) [4]. The Joint Collaborative Team on
3D Video (JCT-3V) is currently working on the 3D extension of HEVC, and on the corresponding 3DV-HTM software. There-
fore, the one standard solution for multi-view/stereo video coding at the moment is the H.264/MVC implementation.
H.264/MVC can provide users with the impression of complete scene perception by simultaneously transmitting several
views to the receivers. It can also give users vivid information about the scene structure. H.264/MVC considers not only the
correlation in the temporal direction for motion-compensated prediction (MCP), but also in the view direction for disparity
compensated prediction (DCP). MVC adopts many coding tools used for single view H.264/AVC, such as the variable block-
size Motion Estimation (ME) algorithm (which will be described in Section 2), among others. This is a very complex algo-
rithm and, as part of the whole inter prediction algorithm, it is applied many times in terms of different MacroBlock (MB)
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sizes and, in the particular case of multi-view, between different views. All these computations involve even higher encoder
complexity than single view H.264/AVC, which makes it necessary to develop a method that can reduce the complexity of
MVC with minimal loss in coding efficiency (bit-rate and quality). In this area, several approaches are available in the liter-
ature that aim to accelerate this process by using algorithmic and code optimizations. However, as far as the authors of this
paper know, there are no approaches that make use of hardware platforms to achieve this goal.
On the hardware side, in the past few years new architectures have been introduced in high-performance computing.
Examples of such architectures include systems composed of multi-core CPUs and Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). The
heterogeneous nature of modern desktop systems imposes additional challenges for module parallelization. Several pro-
gramming frameworks, such as the CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) [5] programming model, already address
the programmability issues in CPU + GPU environments by offering the unification of the execution space for different het-
erogeneous devices. CUDA abstracts both Simple Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) and task parallelism into thousands of
simultaneous threads.
At this point, this paper proposes an algorithm that efficiently distributes the burden of complexity of the inter prediction
algorithm executed in H.264/MVC Stereo High Profile on a GPU-based heterogeneous platform. This paper is an extension of
the one previously presented in [6]. This extension includes a more accurate and complex way of obtaining the motion infor-
mation, surpassing the Rate Distortion (RD) performance obtained in [6]. Moreover, it includes a more complete evaluation
section, as the proposals are tested against two of the most well-known inter prediction algorithms implemented in the ref-
erence software: the full search and UMHexagonS algorithms [7].
The algorithm includes both pixel and sub-pixel accuracy, as well as temporal and inter-view predictions and different
transform sizes. Although the algorithm described in this paper is evaluated for stereo (2 views), it could easily be extended
to n-views, and it can also provide the capability of 3D perception. The idea of the proposed algorithm consists in starting
with the smallest MB sub-partitions, and is able to build the entire tree-structured ME procedure from bottom to top. In
addition, some structural references have to be broken or adapted when they are calculated in parallel. Performance eval-
uation is carried out for full High Definition (HD) stereo video sequences and adapted for a system composed of an NVidia
GTX480 and an Intel Core i7 processor. The results show a noteworthy time reduction of up to 98% with only a negligible RD
penalty. Moreover, this work also shows that the GPU-based H.264/MVC encoding algorithm consumes less energy than the
baseline algorithms running on a CPU core. Additionally, the proposed algorithm is tested against full and UMHexagonS
search algorithms. GPU-based platforms raise the power consumption but the execution time is much shorter, which leads
to a more efficient use of energy.
There are many potential applications for the algorithms presented in this paper. Nowadays, GPUs are available in a wide
variety of environments, ranging from small and cheap personal computers, to large and expensive supercomputers. GPU
manufacturers provide different GPU solutions to satisfy the requirements of all these different environments. As a conse-
quence, the solutions proposed in this paper can be used by personal computers when performing a video conference, by
more powerful servers dedicated to video streaming or by large high performance computers in the video storage industry.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the technical background. In Section 3 some related work
is presented. Section 4 describes the approach presented in this paper. In Section 5 the proposal presented is evaluated. Fi-
nally, conclusions are given in Section 6.
2. Background
2.1. H.264/MVC
The H.264/MVC coding standard was recently finalized by JVT, and was developed as an extension of H.264/AVC. MVC
mainly uses H.264/AVC while taking advantage of temporal and inter-view dependencies [8] which are based on Hierarchi-
cal Bidirectional Pictures prediction to exploit both temporal and inter-view correlations [9]. Moreover, MVC provides other
techniques such as Disparity Estimation (DE), which is used in the process of inter-view coding.
H.264/MVC inherits many video coding techniques from H.264/AVC, such as multiple reference frames, weighted predic-
tion, a de-blocking filter, variable block size and quarter-pixel precision for motion compensation, which allow this optimum
performance to be achieved at the expense of an increase in the computational complexity of the encoder.
Basically, variable block-size matching ME [3] and DE [8] are used to reduce the temporal and inter-view redundancies
between frames. In this coding system, variable block-size ME is carried out using eight inter prediction modes (SKIP, Inter
16 ! 16, Inter 16 ! 8, Inter 8 ! 16, Inter 8 ! 8, Inter 8 ! 4, Inter 4 ! 8, and Inter 4 ! 4), which are depicted in Fig. 1. MVC
determines which partitions deal with cost as the best MB partition. This results in a high complexity encoder. Therefore,
it is necessary to develop a method that can reduce the execution time of MVC with minimal loss of image quality.
2.2. Graphics Processing Units (GPUs)
Recent heterogeneous platforms include GPUs in order to achieve high-performance computing. Although GPUs come
primarily from interactive applications such as multimedia and computer or console gaming, they can be used for running
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general purpose applications. In fact, GPUs have recently changed from being exclusively used in graphics applications to
being used in what is called general purpose computing on GPU (GPGPU).
The GPU architecture offers a new challenge for engineering because the programming model must be adapted to the
available hardware to obtain good performance and exploit the full potential of the GPU. This problem has been solved
by GPU manufacturers, such as NVIDIA and AMD/ATI, by proposing new languages or even extensions for the most com-
monly-used high-level programming languages. NVIDIA GPUs were chosen since they can be programmed using CUDA C,
which is a C-based high level programming language designed to maintain a low learning curve for programmers familiar
with standard C. NVIDIA GPUs can be programmed using other high level programming languages such as OpenCL or Micro-
soft’s C++ Accelerated Massive Parallelism (AMP) library (only for devices supporting DirectX 11), but CUDA is the best way
to exploit the GPU’s capabilities.
NVIDIA proposes the CUDA parallel computing architecture, which is a software platform for programming massively
parallel high-performance computing applications on their company’s powerful GPUs. NVIDIA has seized upon this oppor-
tunity to create a better programming model and to improve the shaders or stream processors. Usually, each stream proces-
sor on an NVIDIA GPU can manage many concurrent threads, and has its own FPUs (float point units), registers, and shared
local memory [5]. At this point, the programmers do not write explicitly threaded code. A hardware thread manager handles
threading automatically, which is an important feature of CUDA. Thus, the temporal and inter-view prediction algorithms
proposed in the H.264/MVC encoder fit well in the GPU philosophy because they perform the same computations (computed
costs) over different data (search area), and offer a new challenge for the GPUs. The main issue is how to efficiently distribute
all the computations over the GPU resources and avoid sequential dependencies.
3. Related work
As far as the authors know, the algorithm presented in this paper is the first approach available in the literature that pro-
poses a GPU-based algorithm for reducing the encoding time spent in MVC. It is true there are approaches which use het-
erogeneous computing to resolve single view inter prediction in H.264/AVC, and there are also approaches which deal
with MVC inter-view prediction but by using faster (single core) algorithms. However, when using parallel architectures
new challenges appear that need to be solved. The following paragraphs will provide an insight into the state-of-the-art from
these two points of view.
Solutions for accelerating the H.264/AVC encoding algorithm by making use of Many-Core graphics hardware were firstly
proposed in 2007 by Lee et al. [10]. They used a multi-pass and frame parallel algorithm to accelerate some ME tools avail-
able in an H.264/AVC encoder by using the OPENGL API. They unroll and rearrange the multiple nested loops by using a mul-
ti-pass method. Full-pixel accuracy ME is implemented using a two-pass method and sub-pixel ME is implemented using a
six-pass method. The algorithm is implemented using a multi-pass method because the total number of instructions is high-
er than the GPU instruction limit. However, the algorithm does not support variable block size ME and it is not integrated in
any H.264/AVC encoder.
In 2008, Ryoo et al. in [11] presented some optimization principles of a multi-threaded GPU using CUDA. In [12] Chen and
Hang proposed an implementation of the H.264/AVC ME algorithm using CUDA. The algorithm is based on an efficient block-
level parallel algorithm for the variable block size ME in H.264/AVC. They decompose the H.264/AVC ME algorithm into 5
steps so they can achieve highly parallel computation. However, they use many sequential kernels, thus reducing the parallel
computations and increasing the memory transfers between the GPU and its DRAM memory. Moreover, they do not deal
with the problem of Motion Vector Predictors (MVPs) in H.264/AVC and the algorithm is not included in any H.264/AVC en-
coder, so it is not possible to show any results for RD performance.
In 2010, Cheung et al. proposed a GPU implementation of the smpUMHexagonS ME algorithm implemented in JM 14.2
using CUDA [12]. This algorithm uses several techniques in order to save computation, including MVPs, different search
patterns (cross, hexagon and diamond) and early-out termination. The authors divide the current frame into multiple tiles,
Fig. 1. MB partitions.
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each tile being processed by a single GPU thread, and different tiles are processed concurrently by different independent
threads on the GPU. The number of tiles used affects the algorithm’s performance, both in terms of execution time and in
terms of RD performance. The greater the number of tiles used, the faster the algorithm is, and the greater the parallelism
that can be achieved, but the RD performance is worse, and fewer MBs are predicted using real MVPs. They report significant
bit-rate increments (12%) with a penalty in quality of up to 0.4 dB depending on the sequence and the tile length.
Studies on the reduction of the computational complexity of MVC have also appeared recently in the literature. As DE is
different from ME in MVC, DE algorithms based on camera geometry and selective DE algorithms were proposed to reduce
computational complexity in inter-view prediction. In 2007, Lu et al. in [13] proposed a DE technique to accelerate the dis-
parity search by using an epipolar geometry. Epipolar geometry has been widely studied in computer vision and is the only
geometry constraint between a stereo pair of images in a single scene. The proposed epipolar-geometry-based DE can greatly
reduce the search region and effectively track large and irregular disparity, which is very common in multi-view scenarios.
Huo et al. in [14] presented a scalable prediction structure for MVC in which inter-view prediction may be disabled if the
inter-view redundancy can be almost eliminated by temporal or intra predictions. In this way, the time employed for DE
may be saved by reducing encoder complexity. The authors use a hierarchical Group of Pictures (GOP) pattern and propose
not to carry out the DE in one or more of the highest temporal layers of the hierarchical GOP pattern, since they observed that
the percentage of temporal predictions increases with the increment of the temporal layer index. Ding et al. in [15] proposed
a content-aware prediction algorithm for inter-view mode decisions. The proposed algorithm is able to reduce the unneces-
sary computational load by exploiting the correlation between the different views in MVC. The MB coding modes and their
corresponding MV may be predicted by using the DE and the coding information of neighboring views. Therefore, the com-
putational complexity of ME can be greatly reduced since some MBs may be early identified as SKIP, INTRA or as a DE mode,
and therefore it is not necessary to perform the ME.
More recently, in 2010, Zeng et al. [16] presented a fast mode decision algorithm called MET. First, for each MB the SKIP
mode is evaluated. Then, if the encoding cost of the SKIP mode is below an adaptive threshold, the other modes do not need
to be checked. The threshold is based on the mode correlation of adjacent MBs in the current view and in neighboring views.
In 2012, Liu et al. in [17] presented a high-speed mode decision algorithm for the inter-view predictions of multi-view video
sequences. Some candidate modes are disqualified from being checked to reduce the encoding cost calculations and an early
stop mode decision is made by using multiple parameters related to the estimation of the final optimal mode. These param-
eters are: the MB residual and the temporal, spatial and inter-view correlations.
Finally, there are other approaches that can jointly accelerate both DE and ME. In 2007, Li et al. in [18] presented a fast
inter prediction algorithm for both ME and DE. First, the prediction type is selected depending on the reference frames. Re-
gions with fast motion are best handled by inter-view prediction (DE). On the other hand, homogeneous and stationary re-
gions are best handled by temporal prediction (ME). The reason is that regions with fast motion may be predicted using small
block sizes and large MVs, which decrease the coding efficiency. Then, some unuseful search regions in the view direction are
discarded from analysis, based on the displacement between the cameras which recorded the 3D scene. Finally, a fast mode
decision is performed based on the prediction type previously determined, applying the ME or DE processes only to a subset
of the available block modes. In 2009, Shen et al. in [19] proposed a fast DE and ME algorithm based on the correlation be-
tween the prediction/mode size and on motion homogeneity. MBs with homogeneous motion usually select temporal pre-
dictions with large block sizes, and MBs with complex motion usually select inter-view prediction or temporal prediction
with small block sizes. The proposal uses the spatial properties of the motion field, which is generated by obtaining the
MVs of all 4 ! 4 partitions within a frame. In 2011, Shen et al. in [20] presented a low complexity mode decision algorithm
to reduce the complexity of ME and DE in MVC. The proposed algorithm is based on four decision techniques: early SKIP
mode decision, adaptive early-out termination, fast mode size decision, and selective intra coding in inter frames. The
authors evaluate each technique separately, and as a final step evaluate the results of the entire algorithm.
As a conclusion for this section, the authors would like to mention that a fair comparison with the related papers is not
possible for several reasons. Firstly, the number of views used in the related works affects the algorithm’s performance; this
paper proposes a stereo-based algorithm (2-views) while the other approaches use n-views, and thus the speed-ups are not
comparable. Secondly, most of the MVC proposals presented in this section are implemented by using different reference
software, called JMVM [21]. Nevertheless, the proposal presented in this paper exhaustively checks all the available ME
and DE modes by using a highly parallel algorithm to exploit the GPU’s capabilities, obtaining large time reductions whilst
maintaining encoding efficiency in comparison with the reference software [22].
4. Proposed algorithm
In this section, we describe our proposed GPU-based inter prediction algorithm, which is optimized for 3D HD video se-
quences. The proposed algorithm is integrated in the well-known H.264/AVC JM encoder, which offers support for MVC, ver-
sion 17.2 [22], so a proper evaluation could be carried out.
During the whole encoding procedure, there is some data that does not change, such as frame sizes and the search area
distribution. This information is located in GPU constant memory in order to take advantage of its cache. Furthermore, at the
beginning of coding each frame, the frame itself and the reference frame are transferred to GPU texture memory to take
advantage of its access modes.
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In what follows, we describe the main parts of our proposed ME algorithm: full-pixel and sub-pixel inter prediction, inter-
view prediction and a GPU-based 8 ! 8 transform.
4.1. Full-pixel inter prediction
For each MB in a frame, the reference full-pixel inter prediction sequentially obtains the cost for all positions checked
inside the search area for all possible partitions/sub-partitions defined by the standard. Our main idea is to generate all this
motion information at the beginning of coding each frame by using two GPU kernels.
The first GPU kernel uses 256 GPU threads per thread block. Each thread block takes as input a specific MB and the ref-
erence area for 256 positions of this MB. The MB and the reference area are stored in multiprocessor shared memory to re-
duce memory traffic and improve data locality at the same time. Shared memory is organized in a 4-byte data structure
(integer values) in order to avoid shared memory bank conflicts since this memory is accessed in 4-byte words. Each GPU
thread obtains the costs for the sixteen 4 ! 4 blocks in which an MB can be divided for a specific position (Pst) and stores
these costs in GPU registers for the cost generation step (see Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 shows how to obtain the motion information for a specific position (Pst) for all partitions/sub-partitions. In order to
obtain the motion information for the eight 4 ! 8 and for the eight 8 ! 4 sub-partitions, it is only necessary to add two 4 ! 4
SAD costs for each of them. For instance, by adding #0 and #2 SAD costs from the 4 ! 4 sub-partition, the #0 SAD cost for the
8 ! 4 sub-partition is obtained (see shaded boxes), and to obtain the four 8 ! 8 partitions it is only necessary to add two
4 ! 8 SAD costs, and so on. As was done for the first part of the algorithm, intermediate results are stored in multiprocessor
shared memory using a 4-byte data structure, but in this case this structure is composed of two unsigned shorts (2 bytes
each) which contain the cost and an associated position.
Finally, this first kernel performs a reduction of the previously generated information (Fig. 3). This kernel has generated
the motion information of 256 positions for all partitions/sub-partitions and the aim of the reduction is to obtain the position
with the lowest cost for each partition/sub-partition of the 256 positions. A binary reduction per partition/sub-partition is
carried out (b0 to bN"1 in Fig. 3, where N is the number of partitions/sub-partitions), overwriting the information previously
stored in shared memory. Initially, the matrix size (S) is 256 (28) positions, and by using the binary reduction in 8 iterations it
is possible to obtain the best position of each partition/sub-partition. Note that in order to avoid shared memory bank con-
flicts where possible (shared memory is organized in 16/32 memory banks depending on the GPU used), the reduction is
carried out using strides of half the remaining positions (128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2 and 1).
An independent kernel (second kernel) performs the last reduction. Typically, in a search area there are more than 256
positions, e.g. using 32 as search range there are 4096 positions. Therefore, an extra kernel is required to perform the final
reduction. The reduction procedure is the same as that explained for kernel #1 but using different data, e.g. using 32 as
search range this reduction would be performed using 4096/256 = 16 elements per partition/sub-partition.
4.2. Sub-pixel inter prediction
Before starting with sub-pixel inter prediction, the reference frame must be sub-sampled to quarter-pixel accuracy be-
cause it was transferred to GPU memory with full-pixel accuracy, i.e. each full-pixel is converted into sixteen sub-pixels
(the frame size is multiplied by four in each direction, see Fig. 4). These sixteen sub-pixels can be further classified into
full-pixels, sub-pixels with half-pixel accuracy and sub-pixels with quarter-pixel accuracy.
Half-pixels are obtained by means of a 6-tap filter for which six full-pixels or six half-pixels are required. Quarter-pixels
are obtained by means of a bilinear filter, for which two half-pixels are required. Note that there are dependencies in sub-
pixel generation (half-pixels are required to generate other half-pixels and half-pixels are required to generate the
quarter-pixels). Therefore, in order to avoid these dependencies, sub-pixel generation is performed using more than one
Fig. 2. Building SAD costs.
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GPU kernel. Three GPU kernels are configured with as many threads as there are full-pixels in a frame: the first one obtains
two half-pixels, the second one obtains one half-pixel and the third one obtains all quarter-pixels.
Sub-pixel inter prediction is performed in two steps; half-pixel refinement and quarter-pixel refinement. The algorithm
for both steps is the same, but applied over different data. The best full-pixel Motion Vector (MV) (obtained by full-pixel inter
prediction) of each partition/sub-partition becomes the center point for half-pixel refinement and the best half-pixel MV
(obtained by half-pixel refinement) of each partition/sub-partition becomes the center point for quarter-pixel refinement
(Fig. 5). The best quarter-pixel MV of each partition/sub-partition is the required output of the proposed algorithm. Nine
Fig. 3. Proposed binary reduction.
Fig. 4. Sub-pixel generation.
Fig. 5. Sub-pixel MV refinement.
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positions are evaluated in the half- and quarter-pixel refinement, since each full-pixel is surrounded by nine half-pixels and
each half-pixel is surrounded by nine quarter-pixels.
The algorithm for sub-pixel inter prediction is similar to the algorithm used for full-pixel inter prediction: we divide the
MB into sixteen 4 ! 4 blocks and each one takes as its starting point the appropriate MV (full-pixel MV or half-pixel MV of
each partition/sub-partition). However, in this case, the cost of the 4 ! 4 sub-partition cannot be used to build the cost of
higher partitions/sub-partitions, and must be recalculated for each partition/sub-partition. All 4 ! 4 blocks will take the
sameMV to perform the 16 ! 16 partition and the final cost will be obtained using atomic GPU operations, or all 4 ! 4 blocks
will take different MVs to perform the 4 ! 4 sub-partition and no extra operations will be needed.
4.3. Temporal and inter-view MVP calculation
So far, nothing has been said about the metric used to evaluate which is the best MV, just cost has been mentioned. How-
ever, from this point onward, this will be very important. The cost calculation is based on Eq. (1), which is a standard equa-
tion and the one used in the JM reference encoder.
Cost ¼ SADcost þ k % R ð1Þ
where SADcost is the metric used to calculate the differences (SAD cost for full-pixel inter prediction and Hadamard SAD cost
for sub-pixel inter prediction), k is an encoder parameter which depends on the quantization parameters (QP) used and R is
the number of bits required to encode the MV minus the MVP.
This equation is very important because it is a big challenge for parallel programming, since there are dependencies be-
tween adjacent MBs. The MVP is calculated using the motion information previously obtained for neighboring MBs, as de-
picted in Fig. 6. It shows an MB and its neighboring MBs involved in the MVP calculation. If there is more than one
partition in the neighboring MBs (in Fig. 6, the left and upper MBs are divided into more than one partition), the nearest par-
tition to the top-left corner of the current MB is selected in order to calculate the MVP (see A and B partitions in Fig. 6). The
MVP is calculated as the median of the three selected partitions (A, B, and C partitions in Fig. 6). Therefore, in order to obtain
the cost for a certain position of each MB, the cost of neighboring MBs must be calculated in advance.
At this point we need to eliminate or mitigate these dependencies. An initial solution could be not to use the MVP in Eq.
(1). Therefore, R would be the number of bits required to encode the MV. However, this initial solution causes significant RD
degradation, so it is necessary to find a procedure to predict the movement and mitigate these dependencies.
The proposed GPU-based inter prediction algorithm is executed concurrently for a complete frame, so the only way to
predict the movement is by extracting some information from previously coded frames. As MVP we propose to use the
MV of the MB located in the same position but in the previously coded frame. However, this proposal only partially solves
the problem. The proposed algorithm in a 3D video encoder is applied in two different ways: by using a reference frame from
Fig. 6. MV predictors.
Fig. 7. LP–MVP method.
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the same view (temporal prediction) and by using a reference frame from a different view (inter-view prediction). This pro-
posal solves the problem of RD degradation when the inter prediction algorithm is applied using a reference frame from the
same view, but suffers from high RD degradation when the ME algorithm is applied using a reference frame from a different
view. In other words, this MVP is able to predict the movement of a video sequence but is not able to predict the camera’s
distance when the inter-view prediction is applied. In the evaluation section, we refer to this proposal as Last Prediction MVP
(LP-MVP). Fig. 7 shows how the MVP calculation is carried out in this method (following the encoding order).
Finally, due to the fact that there are two different ways of applying the proposed algorithm, we propose to update the
MVP in two different ways. When using a reference frame from the same view, theMVP is calculated using theMV of the MB
located in the same position but in the previously temporarily predicted frame. When using a reference frame from a differ-
ent view theMVP is calculated using theMV of the MB located in the same position but in the previously inter-view predicted
frame. In the evaluation section, we refer to this proposal as Same Kind of Prediction MVP (SKP–MVP). Fig. 8 shows how the
MVP calculation is carried out in this method. In comparison with the previously described method, the MVPs of the first
frame in the right view of each GOP (inter-view prediction) are not calculated using the motion information of the last frame
in the right view of the preceding GOP, but are calculated using the motion information of the previously inter-view pre-
dicted frame. Similarly, the MVPs of the first P frame in the left view of each GOP (temporal prediction) are calculated using
the motion information of the previously temporarily predicted frame (last frame in the right view of the preceding GOP).
4.4. GPU-based 8 ! 8 transform
As has been stated in the above section, the cost metric used for sub-pixel inter prediction is Hadamard SAD, which is a
product-free transform. This metric is more complex than the SAD metric used for full-pixel inter prediction, but improves
the encoding efficiency. This is because after the inter prediction module, the residual data is transformed and quantified.
Originally, the Hadamard SAD is calculated using a 4 ! 4 transform, one for each of the sixteen 4 ! 4 blocks into which an
MB is divided. The cost metric for higher partitions is obtained by adding the output of these 4 ! 4 transforms. However, by
default, the profile used for coding 3D video sequences in the H.264/AVC JM reference software (Stereo High Profile) also
allows the use of an 8 ! 8 transform to obtain the encoding cost. The cost of the smallest partitions (4 ! 4, 4 ! 8, 8 ! 4
and 8 ! 8) is obtained by adding the output of 4 ! 4 transforms, and the cost of the biggest partitions (8 ! 8, 8 ! 16,
16 ! 8 and 16 ! 16) is obtained by adding the output of 8 ! 8 transforms. Note that the cost of the 8 ! 8 partition can be
obtained by using either 4 ! 4 transforms or an 8 ! 8 transform. The 8 ! 8 transform is more complex than the 4 ! 4 trans-
form, and requires six times more add/subtract operations.
Initially, the code of the 8 ! 8 transform was not ported to GPU code, and the encoding cost of all partitions was obtained
by adding the output of 4 ! 4 transforms, introducing some drift errors. This initial solution is evaluated in the performance
evaluation section (the SKP–MVP proposal includes this scenario).
Then, the code of the 8 ! 8 transform was ported to GPU code. However, the parallelism for the biggest partitions (8 ! 8,
8 ! 16, 16 ! 8 and 16 ! 16) is greatly reduced since when using 4 ! 4 transforms, sixteen GPU threads perform one 4 ! 4
transform and now four threads have to perform one 8 ! 8 transform (an MB is divided into four 8 ! 8 blocks). As a conse-
quence, there are fewer GPU threads obtaining the costs, and the GPU execution time is almost doubled. Moreover, one must
remember that the 8 ! 8 transform is more complex.
Fortunately, the 8 ! 8 transform can be carried out in parallel by different GPU threads. In the sub-pixel GPU kernels, six-
teen threads have been configured to handle each one of the sub-pixel positions. Therefore, the aim of this last improvement
is that sixteen GPU threads should cooperate to obtain the cost of four 8 ! 8 transforms.
The 8 ! 8 transform can be parallelized, but there are some limitations that affect the final performance:
( Extra synchronization barriers. An 8 ! 8 transform must be carried out in four steps, and each step is carried out by four
GPU threads in parallel. The first one obtains the SAD coefficients to which the transform is going to be applied; the sec-
ond one, in column fashion, performs the first part of the 8 ! 8 transform (each thread processes two complete columns);
the third one, in row fashion, performs the second part of the 8 ! 8 transform (each thread processes two complete rows);
and the final one adds the resulting coefficients after applying the 8 ! 8 transform (the 64 coefficients are added to find
the final cost). Three synchronization barriers are required since there are data dependencies between the four steps.
Fig. 8. SKP–MVP method.
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( Thread divergences. The final step, which was described above, only needs to be executed on one of the four GPU threads
performing the 8 ! 8 transform. This method is faster than introducing more synchronization barriers to obtain partial
results (each thread adding the coefficients of two complete rows or columns of the 8 ! 8 matrix obtained) and using
atomic GPU operations to obtain the final cost.
( Extra shared memory. In order to perform the transform in parallel, different GPU threads need to communicate with
each other, and the way to do this is through GPU shared memory. A data structure to store the partition information
for all positions (the cost for a certain partition is calculated in parallel for all positions) is required. The size of this struc-
ture is 9 KB (1 KB per position), limiting the number of thread blocks that can be marked as active on each one of the
available GPU processors.
( Algorithm complexity. The 8 ! 8 transform requires six times more add/subtract operations, so it is six times more com-
plex than the 4 ! 4 transform. If we compare it with the previous proposal, one 8 ! 8 transform is going to be executed
instead of executing four 4 ! 4 transforms. However, the complexity continues to be higher and 50% more add/subtract
operations are required.
This final proposal is evaluated in the next section and is labeled as the SKPMVP method plus the GPU-based 8 ! 8 trans-
form (SKP-MVP + 8 ! 8T).
5. Performance evaluation
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, it was implemented in the H.264/AVC JM 17.2 reference software encoder
[22]. The parameters used for the evaluation were those included in the Stereo High Profile of the said reference software.
Only some parameters were changed in the configuration file. The number of reference frames was set to 1 and RD-Optimi-
zation was disabled in order to keep the complexity as low as possible. Different values for these parameters were also
tested, and similar conclusions were obtained. The tests were carried out using 3D full HD sequences (1080p,
1920 ! 1080 pixels), with each view rated at 25 frames per second (25 Hz). The QP was varied between 28, 32, 36 and
40, according to [23]. The search range was set to 32, which means 4096 search area positions. The GOP pattern was set
as shown in Fig. 9.
In order to make a proper comparison, an unmodified H.264/AVC JM 17.2 reference software encoder implementation
was run on the same machine as the proposed algorithm, with the same configuration and with no calls to the GPU.
5.1. System
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, the following development environment was used: the host ma-
chine used was an Intel Core i7 running at 2.80 GHz with 6GB of DDR3 memory. The GPU used was an NVIDIA GTX480 with
an NVIDIA driver and CUDA support (260.19). The operating system for this scheme was Linux Ubuntu 10.4 x64 with GCC
4.4. Table 1 shows the main GPU features.





Global memory 1.5 GB
Number of multiprocessors 15
Number of cores 480
Constant memory 64 KB
Shared memory per block 48 KB
Registers per block 32,768
Max. active threads per multiprocessor 1536
Clock rate 1.40 GHz
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5.2. Metrics
The following metrics were used to evaluate the proposal:
5.2.1. RD function
In the definition of the RD function, the PSNR is the distortion for a given bit-rate. The average global PSNR is based on a
standard Equation ( Eq. (2)). The Luminance PSNR is multiplied by four, since the YUV input files are in the format 4:2:0,
which is composed of four 8 ! 8 blocks for the luminance component and only two 8 ! 8 blocks for the chrominance
components.
PSNR ¼ 4 % PSNRY þ PSNRU þ PSNRV
6
ð2Þ
5.2.2. Time reduction and speed-up
This is to evaluate the time saved by the proposed algorithm. Time Reduction (TR) follows Eq. (3) and speed-up is based
on Eq. (4).






where TJM denotes the coding time required by the H.264/AVC JM 17.2 reference software, and TFI is the time taken by JM
using the algorithm proposed in this paper. TFI also includes all the computational costs for the operations needed in order
to prepare the information required by our proposal.
5.2.3. DPSNR and Dbit-rate
The experiments were carried out on the test sequences using four QPs, namely, 28, 32, 36 and 40. The detailed proce-
dures for calculating bit-rate and PSNR differences can be found in the work by Bjøntegaard [23], and make use of Bjønteg-
aard and Sullivan’s common test conditions [24]. These procedures have been recommended by the JVT Test Model Ad Hoc
Group. The YUV files used for comparing the PSNR results are the original YUV file at the input of the H.264/AVC JM 17.2
reference software and the one obtained after decoding the H.264/MVC video stream using the H.264/AVC JM 17.2 reference
software decoder.
5.2.4. Power and energy consumption
It is known that current GPUs suffer from high power consumption requirements. Consequently, power and energy con-
sumption become essential metrics in this kind of studies. With the aim of sampling the power consumed by the whole sys-
tem including the Power Supply Unit (PSU), we developed a data logger device capable of collecting this data and
transmitting it to a computer. This device analyses the magnetic field produced by an electric current flowing through a
straight conductor and is capable of sampling and reconstructing the resulting wave, whatever its form, and processing it
in order to obtain an average value. More details about the profiling system used can be found in [25].
5.3. Results
Table 2 shows the DPSNR and the Dbit-rate results obtained when coding five 3D 1080p sequences using the LP-MVP
method, the SKP–MVP method and the SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T method, compared with the reference full search ME algorithm.
These results are shown separately for the left view, for the right view and for both views.
As mentioned above, this ME proposal using the LP–MVP method obtains an acceptable RD degradation for the left view
(all frames use temporal prediction). On average, the left view obtains a Dbit-rate of 2.16% and a DPSNR of "0.048 dB. How-
ever, it obtains unacceptable RD degradation for the right view (some frames use inter-view prediction and some frames use
temporal prediction. On average, the right view obtains aDbit-rate of 20.53% and aDPSNR of"0.514 dB. This RD degradation
is due to the fact that the MVPs for inter-view predicted frames are based on the motion information obtained for a frame
which uses temporal prediction, and there is one of this kind of frames per GOP. Note that the RD degradation produced in
one frame is propagated to the frames for which it is the reference.
The ME proposal using the SKP–MVP method obtains an acceptable RD degradation for both views. On average, the left
view obtains a Dbit-rate of 1.92% and a DPSNR of "0.043 dB and the right view obtains a Dbit-rate of 6.12% and a DPSNR of
"0.147 dB. This drop in RD performance is negligible if the computational savings are taken into account (Tables 3 and 4). If
we compare the RD performance obtained by this SKP–MVP method with the LP–MVP method, the left view obtains slightly
better RD results because the MVP for all frames using temporal prediction is always based on the motion information ob-
tained for a frame which uses temporal prediction, and the right view obtains considerably better RD results because the
MVP for inter-view predicted frames is based on previously coded inter-view predicted frames.
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Finally, the ME proposal using the SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T method improves upon the RD results when using only the SKP–
MVP method, since it is able to obtain more accurate motion information. On average, both views obtain a Dbit-rate of
2.23% and a DPSNR of "0.053 dB, which is better than the results obtained when using only the SKP–MVP method (Dbit-rate
of 3.40% and a DPSNR of "0.082 dB).
Tables 3 and 4 show the timing results of our proposed H.264/AVC JM encoders when coding five 3D 1080p sequences
using the SKP–MVP method and using the SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T method, compared with the reference full search ME algo-
rithm. Note that the LP–MVP method is not included since the timing results are almost the same as the ones obtained when
using the SKP–MVP method. The timing results are shown for the proposed GPU code (ME column) and for the complete
H.264/AVC encoder (Encoder column). Table 3 shows the TR(%) results and Table 4 shows the speed-up results.
The ME proposal using the LP–MVP method or the SKP–MVP method shows significant improvements, obtaining a speed-
up of nearly 10x on average, which means a time reduction of 89.74% for the complete H.264/AVC JM encoder, and a speed-
up of over 67! on average, which means a time reduction of 98.52% for the proposed ME algorithm.
Table 2
RD performance compared with the full search algorithm.
Sequence #Frames View LP–MVP SKP–MVP SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T
Dbit-rate% DPSNR(dB) Dbit-rate% DPSNR(dB) Dbit-rate% DPSNR(dB)
Beergarden 150 Left 1.71 "0.057 1.55 "0.051 0.82 "0.026
Right 51.04 "1.351 3.66 "0.105 1.60 "0.045
Both 20.21 "0.592 2.32 "0.070 1.11 "0.033
Cafe 200 Left 2.38 "0.053 2.16 "0.048 1.15 "0.026
Right 19.78 "0.500 3.90 "0.094 2.43 "0.059
Both 9.55 "0.250 2.82 "0.071 1.64 "0.042
CarPark 250 Left 0.90 "0.022 0.86 "0.021 0.49 "0.012
Right 21.09 "0.495 14.42 "0.351 12.39 "0.299
Both 7.66 "0.188 5.40 "0.135 4.47 "0.111
Hall 200 Left 3.88 "0.067 3.42 "0.060 2.10 "0.037
Right 6.39 "0.117 4.33 "0.079 2.95 "0.054
Both 5.01 "0.095 3.83 "0.073 2.50 "0.047
Street 250 Left 1.91 "0.042 1.63 "0.036 1.30 "0.028
Right 4.35 "0.108 4.30 "0.106 1.82 "0.046
Both 2.80 "0.065 2.64 "0.061 1.42 "0.033
Average Left 2.16 "0.048 1.92 "0.043 1.17 "0.026
Right 20.53 "0.514 6.12 "0.147 4.24 "0.101
Both 9.05 "0.238 3.40 "0.082 2.23 "0.053
Table 3
TR(%) results for the proposed encoders compared with the full search algorithm.
Sequence SKP–MVP SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T
ME Encoder ME Encoder
Beergarden 98.90 92.12 98.41 91.92
Cafe 98.12 87.43 97.28 86.66
CarPark 98.67 90.56 98.07 90.03
Hall 98.19 87.92 97.37 87.16
Street 98.69 90.67 98.09 90.09
Average 98.52 89.74 97.84 89.17
Table 4
Speed-up results for the proposed encoders compared with the full search algorithm.
Sequence SKP–MVP SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T
ME Encoder ME Encoder
Beergarden 91.60 12.70 63.00 12.37
Cafe 53.35 7.96 36.74 7.50
CarPark 75.36 10.59 51.87 1.03
Hall 55.23 8.28 38.02 7.79
Street 76.28 10.72 52.36 10.09
Average 67.43 9.75 46.40 9.23
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Finally, the ME proposal using the SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T method obtains slightly worse results than the ones obtained for the
LP–MVP and SKP–MVP methods, but shows significant improvements when compared with the reference H.264/AVC JM en-
coder and reports better RD results than the ones reported for the LP–MVP and SKP–MVP methods (see Table 2). As men-
tioned in the algorithm description section, the 8 ! 8 transform is six times more complex than the 4 ! 4 transform and
requires more synchronization barriers, thus lowering the algorithm’s performance. This proposal obtains a speed-up of over
9! on average, which means a time reduction of 89.17% for the complete H.264/AVC JM encoder, and obtains a speed-up of
over 46! on average, which means a time reduction of 97.84% for the proposed ME algorithm.
Table 5 shows the DPSNR and the Dbit-rate results obtained when coding five 3D 1080p sequences using the LP–MVP
method, the SKP–MVP method and the SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T method compared with the reference UMHexagonS ME algorithm.
The UMHexagonS ME algorithm is a fastME algorithm implemented in the JM reference encoder. It is based on not exploring
all available positions within the search area following a hexagonal search pattern. Therefore, it introduces certain RD degra-
dations when compared with full search ME, but it is considerably faster. These results are shown separately for the left view,
for the right view and for both views.
Experimental results show that the three proposed encoders surpass the RD performance obtained when compared with
the UMHexagonS ME algorithm for all tested sequences, except for the right view of the Beergarden sequence using the LP–
MVP method. This behavior is due to this video sequence having a static background, which is the worst scenario for the LP–
MVP method, since the MVPs for inter-view predicted frames are based on the motion information obtained for a frame
which uses temporal prediction, thus providing a highly inaccurate MVP.
Tables 6 and 7 show the timing results of our proposed H.264/AVC JM encoders when coding five 3D 1080p sequences
using the SKP–MVP method and using the SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T method, compared with the reference UMHexagonS ME algo-
rithm. The timing results are shown for the proposed GPU code (ME column) and for the complete H.264/AVC encoder (En-
coder column). Table 6 shows the TR(%) results and Table 7 shows the speed-up results. As mentioned above, the
UMHexagonS ME algorithm is a fast ME algorithm and, as expected, the TR and the speed-up results obtained are smaller
than the ones obtained when compared with the full search ME algorithm.
Table 5
RD performance compared with the UMHexagonS algorithm.
Sequence #Frames View LP–MVP SKP–MVP SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T
Dbit-rate% DPSNR(dB) Dbit-rate% DPSNR(dB) Dbit-rate% DPSNR(dB)
Beergarden 150 Left "0.20 0.006 "0.36 0.011 "1.07 0.035
Right 21.09 "0.638 "16.67 0.575 "18.31 0.634
Both 8.80 "0.263 "7.38 0.243 "8.47 0.280
Cafe 200 Left "2.02 0.046 "2.23 0.051 "3.19 0.072
Right "2.67 0.065 "15.69 0.465 "16.88 0.502
Both "2.55 0.062 "8.60 0.219 "9.65 0.246
CarPark 250 Left "0.41 0.010 "0.45 0.011 "0.81 0.020
Right "6.52 0.169 "11.61 0.318 "13.21 0.366
Both "2.91 0.072 "4.94 0.124 "5.77 0.146
Hall 200 Left "4.60 0.092 "5.01 0.100 "6.22 0.123
Right "10.34 0.227 "12.03 0.265 "13.18 0.290
Both "7.58 0.156 "8.60 0.178 "9.77 0.204
Street 250 Left "2.13 0.048 "2.40 0.055 "2.72 0.062
Right "5.07 0.125 "5.13 0.126 "7.33 0.187
Both "3.38 0.087 "3.54 0.091 "4.67 0.119
Average Left "1.87 0.040 "2.09 0.046 "2.80 0.062
Right "0.70 "0.010 "12.23 0.350 "13.78 0.396
Both "1.52 0.023 "6.61 0.171 "7.67 0.199
Table 6
TR(%) results for the proposed encoders compared with the UMHexagonS algorithm.
Sequence SKP–MVP SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T
ME Encoder ME Encoder
Beergarden 78.55 34.18 68.82 32.33
Cafe 73.86 29.65 62.03 25.32
CarPark 75.03 30.06 63.72 26.16
Hall 75.29 31.11 64.12 26.86
Street 75.95 31.11 64.96 26.82
Average 75.74 31.23 64.73 27.50
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The ME proposal using the SKP–MVP method continues showing significant improvements, obtaining a speed-up of
nearly 1.5! on average, which means a time reduction of 31.23% for the complete H.264/AVC JM encoder, and a speed-up
of over 4! on average, which means a time reduction of 75.74% for the proposed ME algorithm. The ME proposal using
the SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T method obtains a speed-up of nearly 1.4! on average, which means a time reduction of 27.50% for
the complete H.264/AVC JM encoder, and a speed-up of over 2.8! on average, which means a time reduction of 64.73%
for the proposed ME algorithm.
Table 8 shows the average power consumption, the execution time and the total energy consumed when coding one GOP
(24 frames, 12 frames per view) for the complete test computer when coding five 3D 1080p sequences. The first main column
shows them for the reference H.264/AVC JM encoder using the full search ME algorithm (without any modification), the sec-
ond main column shows them for the H.264/AVC JM encoder using the SKP–MVP method, and the third one shows them for
the H.264/AVC JM encoder using the SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T method. Additionally, there is an extra result for the GPU-based
encoders, which shows the ratio between the energy consumed by the reference H.264/AVC JM encoder and the proposed
H.264/AVC JM encoders. On average, the energy consumption for the GPU-based encoder using the SKP–MVP method is 9.61
times better than for the reference encoder, and the ratio using the SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T method is 8.91. This small drop in
energy savings is due to the fact that the proposal using the GPU-based 8 ! 8 transform is more complex than the one which
uses the 4 ! 4 transform, and the GPU kernels consumemore time (see Fig. 10 for a graphical analysis). Note that the average
power consumption of the proposed encoders (248W and 250W) is about 30% greater than when using the reference en-
coder (184W). This increase is not much if you consider that when the GPU is in execution the power consumption is over
350 W (almost doubling the power consumption of the reference encoder), and the reason is that the GPU is in execution
about 12–16% of the total average encoding time.
Table 8
Energy consumption for coding a GOP compared with the full search algorithm.
Sequence Reference encoder SKP–MVP SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T
Power (W) Time (s) Energy (J) Power (W) Time (s) Energy (J) Ratio Power (W) Time (s) Energy (J) Ratio
Beergarden 184.59 613.68 113279.19 246.69 40.57 10008.21 11.32 245.24 44.46 10903.37 10.39
Cafe 184.13 427.17 78654.81 247.04 40.63 10037.23 7.84 247.13 43.54 10760.04 7.31
CarPark 184.65 531.32 98108.24 248.66 40.98 10190.09 9.63 248.06 43.58 10810.45 9.08
Hall 183.82 482.67 88724.40 249.83 40.30 10068.15 8.81 250.64 42.76 10717.37 8.28
Street 183.62 583.45 107133.09 250.96 40.91 10266.77 10.43 251.69 43.39 10920.83 9.81
Average 184.16 527.66 97179.95 248.64 40.68 10114.09 9.61 250.35 43.55 10902.74 8.91
Table 7
Speed-up results for the proposed encoders compared with the UMHexagonS algorithm.
Sequence SKP–MVP SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T
ME Encoder ME Encoder
Beergarden 4.66 1.52 3.21 1.48
Cafe 3.82 1.42 2.63 1.34
CarPark 4.01 1.43 2.76 1.35
Hall 4.05 1.45 2.79 1.37
Street 4.16 1.45 2.85 1.37
Average 4.12 1.45 2.84 1.38
Fig. 10. Power consumption.
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Table 9 shows the average power consumption, the execution time and the total energy consumed when coding one GOP
(24 frames, 12 frames per view) for the complete test computer when coding five 3D 1080p sequences. The first main column
shows them for the reference H.264/AVC JM encoder using the UMHexagonS ME algorithm (without any modification), the
second main column shows them for the H.264/AVC JM encoder using the SKP–MVP method, and the third one shows them
for the H.264/AVC JM encoder using the SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T method. As in the previous table, there is an extra result for the
GPU-based encoders which shows the ratio between the energy consumed by the reference H.264/AVC JM encoder and the
proposed H.264/AVC JM encoders. This table shows that the average power consumption when using the UMHexagonS ME
algorithm is very similar to the one obtained when using the full search ME algorithm (see Table 8), but the execution time is
considerably shorter. Therefore, the total energy consumed by this reference algorithm is significantly smaller. In fact, the
GPU-based encoders are faster but consume more energy than the reference algorithm and there are no significant energy
savings or energy penalties.
Fig. 10 shows an extract from the power consumption over time (5 s) for the complete test computer, when coding the
Beergarden sequence for the reference H.264/AVC JM encoder using the full search ME algorithm, for the proposed GPU-
based H.264/AVC JM encoder using the SKP–MVP method, and for the proposed GPU-based H.264/AVC JM encoder using
the SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T method. Note that the power consumption over time when using the reference UMHexagonS ME
algorithm is not shown in this graph because it is similar to the one shown when using the reference full search ME algo-
rithm, but the execution time is shorter (Tables 8 and 9). When the encoder process begins all encoders consume the same
power (around 180–185W), but when the GPU starts working the power consumption of the proposed encoders increases.
They have a power consumption of around 335–350W (see power consumption peaks in Fig. 10). Moreover, if we focus on
the first power consumption peak of the GPU-based encoders, it is clear that it is longer when using the 8 ! 8 transform since
it is more complex and the GPU consumes more time to perform it. Finally, we should mention that the power consumption
for the CPU code in the proposed encoders is around 235W, which is higher than for the reference execution (180–185W)
because the GPU is always active, waiting for new kernels.
6. Conclusions
This paper presents two GPU-based inter prediction approaches for H.264/MVC. The methods presented try to mitigate
sequential dependencies when coding adjacent MBs in parallel in a 3D scene while using a simplified way to obtain the mo-
tion information, and a more accurate but more complex method to obtain the motion information. Both methods are tested
against two of the most well-known ME algorithms implemented in the reference H.264/AVC JM encoder.
The proposal using the simplified way of obtaining the motion information obtains the best timing and energy saving
results, but obtains slightly worse RD results than the ones obtained by the proposal using the most accurate approach. It
obtains a speed-up of nearly 10! for the complete H.264/MVC encoder when compared with the full search ME algorithm
and a speed-up of nearly 1.5! when compared with the UMHexagonS ME algorithm. The energy consumption of the pro-
posed H.264/MVC encoder is 9.61 times better than that of the reference H.264/AVC JM encoder when using full search
ME and the energy efficiency is maintained when compared with the execution of the UMHexagonS ME algorithm.
The proposal using the accurate approach obtains a speed-up of over 9! for the complete H.264/MVC encoder when com-
pared with the full search ME algorithm and a speed-up of nearly 1.4!when compared with the UMHexagonS ME algorithm.
The energy consumption of the proposed H.264/MVC encoder is 8.91 times better than that of the reference H.264/AVC JM
encoder when using full search ME and the energy efficiency is maintained when compared with the execution of the
UMHexagonS ME algorithm.
Finally, these proposals obtain an acceptable RD degradation when compared with the execution of the full search ME
algorithm, and an RD improvement when compared with the execution the UMHexagonS ME algorithm.
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Table 9
Energy consumption for coding a GOP compared with the UMHexagonS algorithm.
Sequence Reference encoder SKP–MVP SKP–MVP + 8 ! 8T
Power (W) Time (s) Energy (J) Power (W) Time (s) Energy (J) Ratio Power (W) Time (s) Energy (J) Ratio
Beergarden 184.92 60.29 11148.83 246.69 40.57 10008.21 1.11 245.24 44.46 10903.37 1.02
Cafe 182.30 57.44 10471.31 247.04 40.63 10037.23 1.04 247.13 43.54 10760.04 0.97
CarPark 183.93 56.32 10358.94 248.66 40.98 10190.09 1.02 248.06 43.58 10810.45 0.96
Hall 184.77 54.81 10127.24 249.83 40.30 10068.15 1.01 250.64 42.76 10717.37 0.94
Street 184.83 56.38 10420.72 250.96 40.91 10266.77 1.02 251.69 43.39 10920.83 0.95
Average 184.15 57.05 10505.76 248.64 40.68 10114.09 1.04 250.35 43.55 10902.74 0.96
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